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Flanders

Set up as a county as early as the sixth century, Flanders exercised a significant
amount of independence under its count after the death of the last Carolingian king in
987. While the count remained a vassal of the French king in name, there was little
interaction and communication between the two for a long stretch of time. The
independence Flanders exercised was exasperated with the revival of commerce and
towns beginning in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. As towns became commercial
centers in the west once again, the merchants and tradesmen who filled them began
demanding certain rights. Chief among these rights was a measure of self-government,
especially when it came to determining market days, regulating commerce and taxation,
and instituting standards for professions and crafts. Towns would receive these rights
from their overlord, in this case the count of Flanders, at a steep price initially, and
would usually continue to pay a tribute for these rights each year.  In Flanders, each
new count had to promise to respect town privileges. There were a number of
significant Flemish towns in the period, but two came to dominate in trade and
importance: Bruges and Ghent. Both of these towns were integral to Flanders’s
reputation as an industrial center for cloth. Finished cloth in Flanders was consistently
in such high demand that the towns imported raw wool from English to satisfy the
market. The interlinking economic interest between Flanders and England further
bolstered town magistrates and councils to assert their rights, connecting political
liberties with economic liberties.

Town magistrates and councils contended with counts, showing a willingness to
organize and rebel to protect their rights, and also with local barons, who tried to flex
their muscle from time to time from beyond town walls. The towns also contended with
one other figure: the king of France. Beginning with Louis VI (r. 1108-1132), who sent
an army into Flanders, kings from the Capetian Dynasty in France periodically tried to
exercise their rights over their northernmost counties. In 1212, the heiress of Flanders,
Joan, married Ferdinand of Portugal. When the new count made concessions to the
French king, thereby infringing upon the political rights of towns, the magistrates
organized the towns to revolt. They allied themselves with their chief economic partner,
England, the Holy Roman Emperor Otto IV, and a number of surrounding counties.
Seeing his error, Ferdinand attached himself to the revolt. The French king Philip II
Augustus sent an army into Flanders, capturing Ferdinand in 1214 and imprisoning him
in Paris. In Ferdinand’s absence, Joan ruled.  In order to negotiate the ransom for
Ferdinand’s release, which does not occur until 1227, Joan had to find a way to win the
favor of the town magistrates and councils. She did this by issuing new charters to
towns, bolstering their rights over markets and trade, and also establishing new
religious houses to tend to town needs. She did so at the expense of local barons,
whose power she sought to undermine. Joan ruled on her own once again between
1233, the year Ferdinand died, and 1236 when she married Thomas of Savoy. Her
alliance with town councils reappeared during these years.
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In the fourteenth century, Flanders would continue to revolt under the leadership of its
town councils when the rights they had long enjoyed were threatened. French kings,
eager to for Flanders’s wealth, continued to press their claims over the county.  In 1302,
Flemish forces under the organization of the major towns defeated an army of Philip IV
at Courtrai, although the king eventually subdued Flemish forces. As one of England’s
most important economic partners, Flanders became a battle site during the Hundred
Years War England fought with France, albeit briefly.  Flanders’ economic position in
the revived commercial and urban landscape of western Europe ensured that its counts
would yield to the demands of town magistrates, providing an alternative relationship
between ruler and the ruled in a period in which territorial monarchies were on the rise.


